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Chapter 6 

Unsettling the Manglar Forests 
Fisher communities and the expansion of shrimp farms in Jambelí  

 
 

Nos vamos, Goyo. Nos vamos. Ha venido el Blanco maldito… Ha venido a arrancarnos de la 
tierra en que nacimos, a corrompernos con su oro esclavizante, a hacernos enemigos cuando 

nuestras razas siempre marcharon paralelas y siempre amándose y amadas… Hoy nuestros 
cuerpos, mutilados, sangran constantemente.6  

Aguilera Malta (1930 [2009]: 151) 
 
 

In El Oro, manglar forests cover approximately 80,000 hectares of mud, sand and marshes, 
spreading across the coastal strip and stretching out to sea and into the islands of the archipelago 
of Jambelí. Manglares have traditionally provided pescadores artesanales in the area with a 
means of subsistence living. They collected black cockles and crabs in the roots of the trees and 
caught a variety of brackish water fish in the estuaries and seas. These activities also became an 
important source of income for the growing population of the coast’s sprawling seafront towns 
and cities. Many specialized in the collection of la concha prieta or negra, the black mangrove 
cockle, which remains one of the most sought after seafoods along the coasts of both Ecuador and 
Peru. The existence of a local market for conchas attracted cockle gatherers to the manglar islands 
of the archipelago where they established small fisher communities and cultivated an 
autonomous way of life rooted in the traditional beliefs, values and practices of the cholo culture. 

Fishing and gathering activities continue to be the main source of food and income for the 
residents of the manglar islands. However, since the late 1960s, these economic and cultural 
activities have been deeply transformed by the expansion of industrial shrimp farming and 
greater state intervention in the manglar ecosystem. As a result of the construction of large 
artificial ponds, so-called camaroneras, promoted by the state and international agencies to 
develop tropical coastal areas, most of the region’s salitrales and more than half of its manglar 
forests were destroyed (Veuthey and Gerber 2012, Rengel 2013, Hamilton 2013, Hamilton & 
Lovette 2015). For small fisher communities, this has meant the loss of important living and 
working grounds and has often entailed their expulsion from the manglar. Those who chose to 
remain were confronted by rising levels of violence in the mangroves and estuaries as a result of 
conflicts over the forest remnants and the ongoing expansion of the shrimp industry (Bailey 1988, 
Barraclough and Finger-Stich 1996, Martínez-Alier 2002, Papuccio 2004, Ocampo-Thomason 
2006, Veuthey and Gerber 2012, Latorre 2013, Lopez-Angarita et al. 2016).  

These conflicts were aggravated by contamination and toxic devastation associated with the later 
stages of shrimp production (Twilley et al. 1998, Paez Osuna 2001, Stonich and Vandergeest 
2001, Crider 2012). Mangrove deforestation and the spread of toxicity deprived fisher 
communities of the crucial resources they obtained from the manglar and also affected their 
capacity to reproduce their former ways of life and remain relatively autonomous. The shrimp 

 
 
6 We are leaving Goyo. We are leaving. The damned White has come… To tear us away from the land where we were 
born, to corrupt us with his enslaving gold, to make us enemies when our races have always walked together, and 
always loved and loving each other… Today our mutilated bodies bleed constantly.  
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industry further marginalized fisher communities by failing to provide job opportunities to make 
up for the loss of their traditional fishing and cockle gathering grounds (Barraclough and Finger-
Stich 1996, Papuccio 2004, Veuthey and Gerber 2012). Meanwhile, shrimp farming continued to 
generate important benefits for external investors, traders and the state caused by the growing 
demand for cheap shrimp in global markets. As Hamilton and Stankwitz (2012: 2) observe, from 
literally nothing in the early 1980s, shrimp farming had grown into a 1.39-billion-dollar industry 
by 2012. Shrimp exports surpassed bananas as the second largest component of the Ecuadorian 
economy after oil in 2018 generating approximately 3 billion dollars for the state (Banco Central 
del Ecuador 2020). 

Combining the personal narratives of small fishers with historical data and ethnographic 
research, this chapter draws attention to the effects of export-oriented shrimp farming in the 
manglares of Jambelí and the impact of the disruptions it caused on the shrimp industry itself. In 
doing so, it describes the onslaught on people and nature that followed the expansion of shrimp 
farming as perceived by the residents of Tres Cruces, a small fisher community located at the 
heart of the archipelago of Jambelí. This chapter also draws attention to the parallels that exist 
between the experience of the residents of Tres Cruces and other rural people who were 
displaced by mass deforestation, rising socioeconomic inequalities, the degradation of the labor 
market and the spread of toxicity. 

The first part of this chapter reconstructs the origins of the archipelago’s fisher communities and 
the lives of the women and men who sailed to the islands in the early twentieth century and built 
small settlements dispersed throughout the manglar. It describes people’s everyday life on the 
islands and their relation to the surrounding environment. The second part analyzes the 
encroachment of shrimp farming on the islands and the social and ecological impacts of large-
scale deforestation and the construction of artificial shrimp ponds in the archipelago. In the final 
sections I analyze the role of state intervention in the manglar in the context of an ecological crisis 
provoked by the unrestrained expansion of the camaroneras and rising levels of toxicity provoked 
by the shrimp industry. Growing capital and state interventions in the manglar had important 
consequences for the everyday strategies deployed by fisher communities who were struggling 
to pursue their own ways of life and retain a certain degree of autonomy on their islands. Before 
embarking on a historical reconstruction of the changes undergone in the aquatic space of the 
manglar, I begin with an introduction to the socionatural worlds of the archipelago’s fisher 
gatherer communities. 

Into the manglar forests of Jambelí  

Taking me for the first time through the mangroves on a motored lancha in 2014, Ignacio, a 
middle-aged crab collector from the island of Tres Cruces, pointed to the different varieties 
of manglar that lined the estuaries, negro, blanco and gateado, and named the different 
birds that rested on their branches, pelicans, frigates, boobies and cormorants. The sound of 
birds chirping in the trees’ branches and cockles crackling between their roots intensified 
the feeling that el continente was far behind. Streaming through the estuaries and canals, 
we passed seemingly endless rows of mangroves. These were sometimes interrupted by a 
series of elevated mud walls. The walls were guarded by packs of dogs that barked furiously 
at our lancha and armed men who sometimes waved and smiled at Ignacio. Beyond these 
walls, he told me, were thousands of hectares of shrimp farms that extended deep into the 
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heart of the archipelago. Ignacio did not know who the owners of the farms were, but 
emphasized that they were not gente de aquí, not from the islands. He explained that the 
farms generally occupied between 2 to 200 hectares of land beyond the narrow strip of 
mangroves that was visible to us. “The manglares are like an eggshell”, he explained, 
“They’re just a fragile barrier. If you cracked them open, shrimp farms would spill out like 
raw yolk!” As we travelled deeper into the archipelago, the mangroves began to appear more 
and more like a Potemkin landscape that had been left in place to conceal the damage that 
shrimp farmers had inflicted on a once lively forest.  

After several turns through the winding estuaries, a colorful strip of houses appeared at a 
distance forming a half circle along a beautiful white sand beach. The houses were mostly 
concrete with corrugated iron roofs except for a few wooden constructions that stood at the 
village center. Large flower bushes were planted in front of most houses and fish net 
hammocks hung between leafy almond, pechiche and tamarind trees. I could distinguish a 
concrete playground and what seemed to be a rural school at the edge of the town facing 
the estuary.  

Ignacio drove his lancha straight onto the beach in front of his house. At the sound of the 
motor, a few faces peered out of the houses and a group of children came running to the 
shore. They eagerly received the produce that Ignacio had brought from the mainland, rice, 
oil, sugar, chicken feed and toilet paper, and ran back to their houses proudly carrying the 
load. At that time of day, most villagers were home, waiting for the receding tide, la quiebra, 
when they could walk into the manglar to gather conchas.  

As I would find out in the following weeks, everyday life on the manglar islands revolves around 
the changing rhythm of the ocean tides and the practice of different fishing and gathering 
activities. Time for the villagers is divided según la marea. The receding tide, la seca or la vaciante, 
exposes the roots of the mangroves, allowing women and men to enter the forests on foot to 
collect cockles, mussels and crabs burrowed deep in the mud. As the waters dry up, la seca also 
exposes numerous sand banks or bajiales in the estuaries where mostly women gather conchitas 
bajeras (small cockles), pata e mula (large cockles) and coco churos (large snails). Fisher gatherers 
return to their villages with la creciente when the tides begin to rise filling the estuaries and 
transforming the winding rivers and streams into waterways for their motored lanchas or small 
canoes.  

Each month is additionally divided into two mareas. Flood tides known as aguajes announce a 
good catch due to the strength of the currents that fill the estuaries with mollusks and fish before 
they retreat back into the ocean. As a result of this tidal action, during aguajes, the mangroves, 
beaches and bajiales remain dry for longer periods giving women and men more time to work 
and increase their earnings. Aguajes last approximately one week before they begin to wane and 
are followed by la quiebra. During la quiebra the estuaries do not empty out completely and 
partially dry up for brief periods usually at dawn or dusk, making it difficult to work in the 
mangroves. “That’s how we manage ourselves,” explained Yessy, a former cockle gatherer and 
mother of three small children sitting under the shade of an almond tree, “we say there are good 
and bad tides. When the tide is good, we make a little more money. When the tide is bad, we make 
a little less. Así nos manejamos la economía”. During times of abundance, fisher gatherers put 
money aside as a resource to help see them through the more difficult tides when cockles, crabs 
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and fish are scarce or in the event of self-imposed closed fishing seasons to enable the 
reproduction of cockles and crabs. 

The socionatural worlds of the manglar 

Prior studies on manglar ecosystems have for the most part focused on the singularity of the 
aquatic space and the livelihood strategies of fisher gatherers living at the forest fringes. 
Important research has been conducted in the Colombian Pacific among the mangrove and 
riverine communities of the Magdalena which inspired Fals Borda’s theorization of what he called 
amphibian cultures. For the Colombian sociologist, amphibian cultures were defined by their 
capacity to combine the efficient exploitation of both land and water resources and use their 
ecological knowledge to subsist and remain in place. These were cultures that had undergone 
complex and creative processes of adaptation and had developed a particular set of beliefs, 
practices and technologies that enabled them to adjust to their ever-changing landscapes (Fals 
Borda 1979: 19A). These ideas contrasted starkly with dominant historical accounts that viewed 
coastal communities and the places where they lived as backward remnants of the past and 
passive spectators of the violence that was transforming rural landscapes and livelihoods. From 
this perspective, los pueblos de los ríos, the peoples of the rivers, were shaped by the intimate 
ecological relations and multispecies assemblages that they cultivated with their surrounding 
geography. According to Fals Borda, these relations were the root of their resistance (el aguante) 
and resourcefulness (el rebusque) and the key to their survival in the face of ongoing capital and 
state expansion. Through a historical and ethnographic reconstruction of the Pacific that drew 
extensively from the oral traditions and experiences of the people of the river, Fals Borda 
presented an active socionatural landscape that had continually resisted colonization and 
retained its autonomy despite the ongoing expansion of capital and state investments in the 
region. Drawing on their knowledge and use of local resources, los pueblos de los ríos “were able 
to confront historical processes of change and the disintegrating effect of capitalism over the 
indigenous-campesino way of life” (1989: 29B). In the face of increasing capitalism, he concluded, 
coastal communities would continue to resist and defend their costeñidad, their particular form 
of territorial co-existence with the coastal landscape.  

Almost forty years later, Arturo Escobar (2015, 2008) went on to research the ontological 
dimension of the struggles that emerged in the Magdalena following the enactment of Ley 70 in 
Colombia which granted territorial rights to black communities in the Pacific. Escobar worked 
closely with Afro-Colombian activists who collectively mobilized in defense of their community’s 
tejido de vida, the relational weave of life. He documented the emergence and practice of ‘a politics 
of difference’ that was rooted in the cultivation of reciprocity and relationality among river 
communities and between these communities and their surrounding environment. For Escobar, 
in their attempt to defend their way of life, Afro Colombian activists and communities had found 
a way to resist the destructive pulse of colonial modernity and global capitalism and had managed 
to design alternatives to Eurocentric forms of development. He found further evidence of this in 
these communities’ commitment to the creation of a ‘region-territory’ as a “key strategy in 
conserving the cultural and biological diversity” of the Magdalena and “maintaining its viability 
as place and region” (Escobar 2008: 309). Rather than accepting the colonization of their 
territories, he concluded that Afro-Colombian communities sought “to reinvent themselves 
through a new relation to the state, themselves, the environment, and global forces” in the face of 
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encroaching capitalism (ibid: 310). Escobar’s work revolves around the importance of showing 
how in the face of adversity, rural communities continue to strive for autonomy and push forward 
their own forms of development.  

Picture 37: Arriving at a fisher village in the archipelago of Jambelí. 

 
 
Research on mangrove communities in Ecuador follows a similar trajectory, though more focused 
on particular instances of political mobilization enacted by small fisher communities. Their plight 
against displacement and dispossession was first published in 1997 as part of a three-volume 
series entitled Ecologismo Ecuatorial that reconstructed the emergence of social movements and 
socio ecological conflicts in the country (Varea 1997). In the third and final volume of the series, 
several articles are dedicated to the struggle of fisher communities against the encroachment of 
the shrimp farming industry and their various resistance strategies in the face of the ongoing 
destruction of the manglar. Following this publication, researchers became interested in 
Ecuador’s mangrove communities and travelled to the region to study the impact of shrimp farm 
developments on rural communities and their environments (see in particular Martínez-Alier 
2002, Ocampo-Thomason 2004, Papuccio 2004). More recently, the government’s extension of 
mangrove concessions to fisher communities generated renewed interest in the region with 
important research focusing on the role of gender and social movement activism (Gerber and 
Veuthey 2012), class and ethnic differentiation within social movement activism (Latorre and 
Farrell 2014) and the inner workings of collective action and common property arrangements 
among fisher communities in the manglar (Beitl 2016, 2014, 2012). These studies provide 
important methodological and theoretical contributions to our understanding of the effects of 
encroaching capitalist relations on fisher communities. They are crucial in understanding the 
social and economic dynamics in mangrove regions. Yet, few studies have delved into the history 
of fisher gatherer settlements in the manglar and people’s everyday living tactics in a rapidly 
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changing aquatic environment. I would like to argue that a historical reconstruction of the past is 
necessary in understanding the present struggles of fisher communities, their gendered aspects 
and people’s different responses to the ongoing expansion of the shrimp industry in the manglar.  

Picture 38: Manglares such as those of El Oro in this picture are among the world’s most productive 
ecosystems. 

 
 
The empirically rich accounts of both Escobar and Fals Borda remain important inspirations that 
underline the resilience and creativity of rural coastal communities and draw a direct connection 
between their resistance and their ecological knowledge of the surrounding environment. 
However, in the face of growing levels of violence and the intensification of conflicts over control 
and access to fertile lands and abundant water, their work may at times appear rather optimistic. 
Ulrich Oslender’s (2016) more recent research in the Colombian Pacific provides an important 
complement to their proposals. Much like his colleagues, Oslender draws attention to the 
importance of geography and place for the distinct imaginaries and knowledges developed by 
rural black communities. His analysis also shows how different people experienced the 
transformation of their socionatural world by the expansion of diverse capitalist manifestations 
and the strategies they used to remain in place. However, rather than asserting that these 
struggles are forging an alternative to capitalism, he asks himself whether they may contribute to 
the emergence of a ‘counter-space’ of resistance. Oslender is in many ways more attentive to the 
challenges faced by rural coastal communities at present writing that, “Given the current 
onslaught against people and nature, it remains to be seen if and how far black communities can 
turn the transformative potential of their environmental imaginaries into a meaningful counter-
space” (2016: 219). Similarly, this chapter draws attention to the effects of capital and state 
expansions in fisher communities and how their way of life is being transformed. In doing so, it 
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seeks to contribute to a better understanding of how capital and state powers operate to displace 
communities from their rural territories and enable the further expansion of their interests. It 
also highlights the gendered nature of these transformations through passages that focus on the 
everyday life of fisher communities.  

Picture 39: The trails of an earth-removing shovel on the walls of a camaronera in the archipelago of Jambelí.  

 

Four death certificates and a land title: the origins of fisher gatherer  
settlements in the archipelago 

Some of the earliest known references of the southern coast’s mangrove and riverine 
communities appear in the book Noticias Secretas desde América (1826) written by the Spanish 
naturalists Juan Jorge and Antonio Ulloa at the request of the Spanish crown. In their reports they 
wrote that, “The Indians are so skilled with their fishing arts that they rarely miss […] if the setting 
is abundant, in three to four hours they pack as much as a canoe-full of fish and return to their 
rafts to gut and salt their catch” (Juan Jorge y Antonio de Ulloa cited in Laviana Cuetos 1987: 352). 
The indigenous people of the island of Puná in the Gulf of Guayaquil, were among the few who 
negotiated the recognition of their customary laws and territories through the figure of 
cacicazgos or reducciones created by the Spanish Crown (Andrade 1924: 10-11). However, under 
colonial rule, they were forced to increase their exploitation of the manglar to extract timber that 
was either exported to Europe or used in the construction of colonial cities along the coasts of 
Ecuador and Peru. Mangrove wood was also employed in the establishment of a prosperous ship 
building industry that became a bulwark for the early development of the city of Guayaquil 
(Laviana Cuetos 1987).  
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Indigenous groups continued to negotiate their right to territory and a certain degree of 
autonomy from the Spanish crown in exchange for their labor. However, many were killed due to 
extreme working conditions and the spread of foreign diseases. At the turn of the nineteenth 
century, the indigenous population of the manglar islands had virtually disappeared, leaving few 
traces of their passage on the islands. Yet legends about a rich Indian tribe that once ruled over 
the archipelago are told to this day by the region’s oldest inhabitants. Many believe that before 
the Indians were forced off the islands, they buried their gold and silver treasures in places known 
as entierros. According to local lore, entierros are only visible to those for whom they are destined 
and the lucky few who find them become rich overnight. Legends are also told about people who 
discovered these entierros and abandoned the islands in search of a more prosperous future on 
the mainland.  

Eusebio Vera, a former teniente politico and employee of the Registro Civil of the southern town 
of Santa Rosa, who dedicated part of his life to collecting documents on the origins of fisher 
gatherer settlements in the archipelago, explains that fisher groups began to populate the islands 
at the turn of the nineteenth century. I visited Eusebio in his seafront house in the summer of 
2017 where he showed me a legal document that certified the division of one of the islands into 
thirty-five parcels. The documents belonged to his ancestors who had arrived in the archipelago 
from the towns of El Morro, Data and Posorja located in the manglares of the Guayas River 
estuary. As a child, he was told that pescadores artesanales from these towns sailed out to sea for 
several days to catch deep water fish, setting up camp on a remote island in the Pacific known as 
El Muerto. According to these stories, during one of their expeditions a group steered off course 
and accidentally landed on one of the islands of the archipelago of Jambelí. The abundance of fish 
that they found in the rivers and estuaries that streamed through the islands and the copious 
amounts of cockles and crabs that they gathered in the roots of the surrounding manglar made 
them stay. Based on the death certificate of Julián de la Cruz who was registered as a resident of 
the archipelago as early as 1819, it is probable that the fisher gatherers who settled on the islands 
began to form small fisher communities dispersed throughout the archipelago.  

Eusebio’s archival documents which included a collection of birth and death certificates, land 
agreements and an informal population census of the islands, trace the origins of his village to 
four founding families. Each had established their ownership over a plot of land (cuerpo) by 
building a house and planting fruit trees and crops. They continued to expand their ownership 
over the island by spreading coconut, watermelon and cantaloupe plantations. The documents 
made reference to the use of plum trees as markers to establish the limits of each property and 
two to three-meter-wide paths (callejones) being cleared between each plot. According to Eusebio 
and others who I interviewed, land ownership was agreed upon informally and legitimated by 
maintenance work and improvements. Planting new crops, spreading the seeds of fruit trees or 
flowers, building shade canopies out of straw and bijao or clearing bush (monte/montaña) were 
some of the labors that secured a person’s property rights over the land. As Eusebio explained, 
each head of a household was entitled to a plot of land that they occupied with their family. 
Typically, a plot began near the shoreline and extended inland towards the mangroves at the back 
of the island. “The more you planted, the more you became the land’s owner. Más sembraba, más 
dueño se hacía. The more you took care of the land, the more your ownership was legitimated,” 
he resumed.  

Throughout most of the nineteenth and twentieth century, the abundance of lands and resources 
was one of the keys to the peaceful coexistence of fisher communities, although they were not 
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exempt from conflict and rivalries. In the years that followed the arrival of those early pioneers, 
more people continued to sail to the islands from the mainland in search of living and working 
opportunities. According to Eusebio, newcomers were welcomed so long as they showed signs of 
hard work, respect and good relations towards island residents. Marriage and the extension of 
kinship ties between the islanders and the newly arrived were also encouraged to strengthen 
community bonds. On the islands, patriarchal norms allowed the exchange of women to 
guarantee good relations between families and ensure a growing workforce for the plantations 
and the work at sea. Sulma spoke of robos, which literally means thefts, as a common practice on 
the islands whereby a man would ‘steal’ a woman from her home without her family’s prior 
consent. Although robos could sometimes be consensual and some women (such as Sulma 
herself) found a certain degree of freedom and independence when they escaped their childhood 
home, they also made women vulnerable to violence and abuse and gave men greater control over 
women. As Sulma painfully described, “The first time my husband beat me I ran back to my 
father’s house. But my father told me I was no longer welcome and insisted that I had to go back 
to my husband and endure (aguantar) his beatings. He said it was the life I had chosen for myself. 
So, I went back. It didn’t only happen to me. In those days it was normal for a man to beat his 
wife”. While patriarchal norms persisted on the islands giving men greater control over the land, 
women maintained a certain degree of independence through their access to the manglar where 
they gathered different seafoods that enabled them to provide food for themselves and their 
families.  

Picture 40: The large wooden house is one of the oldest constructions on the island of Tres Cruces.  

 
 
As families grew larger and more people continued to arrive from the mainland, fisher 
settlements throughout the archipelago began to expand. This led to changes in the way that land 
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use and access was governed. Generally, these island populations shared the perception of 
individual property rights as an extension of a person’s hard work. Land for the islanders was not 
something that could be bought or sold using money as the object of transaction. Money was 
difficult to obtain and the settlers who arrived were in no position to buy land from the villagers. 
Yet, in some places, customary rules began to coexist with private property regimes. This was the 
case in Tres Cruces which was said to belong to a prominent man from the city of Machala before 
it became a fisher gatherer settlement. According to Don Perez, a former resident of Tres Cruces 
who is now well over one hundred years old, the island’s owner hired him and his first wife to 
look after his property. He recalls landing on a long slope of white sand surrounded by mangroves 
and salitrales and a tall hill at the center of the island covered in giant ceibos. He described 
monkeys hanging from the trees, deer jumping through the plains and lions roaring in the 
manglar. Together with his first wife, Don Pérez cleared a vast area near the shore and built a 
small house with totora, caña and thatched bijao palm. They planted a small chacra with maize, 
beans, yuca and pumpkin and spread the seeds of tropical fruit trees: chirimoyas, tamarind, 
oranges, limes, plums and coconuts. The Perez welcomed others who arrived on the island and 
established their own rules to distribute lands. As his eldest son, Camilo explained:  

My father never had a land title but he was respected as the island’s first inhabitant. Anyone 
who arrived had to ask him for permission to stay and it was my father who designated each 
family’s plot of land. But he never wanted to have anything to do with property titles. He 
thought it wasn’t necessary and believed that it would lead to conflict. He always said he’d 
rather die in peace. Most people thought the same. In the beginning we were all like one big 
family. No one suspected that there would be conflicts in the future.  

Until the 1960s, islanders combined their fishing and gathering activities with watermelon 
production. The oldest residents estimate that up to 8,000 watermelons, sometimes the size of a 
large costal, could be collected in a single harvest. At the end of the harvest, they chartered large 
wooden sailboats known as balandras to transport their watermelons to the markets of Guayaquil 
where they were sold. During the three-month watermelon harvest, additional workers were 
hired from the mainland and brought to the islands where they received housing, food, and a 
small income that was paid after the harvest and sale of the fruit. Workers were generally hired 
among young single men who migrated to the coast from the sierra highlands after the end of the 
Peruvian invasion in 1941. Many were attracted by job opportunities created by the region’s 
expanding banana plantations. However, in many cases, harsh working conditions and low 
salaries led them to search for other labor opportunities. The islands appeared as an untapped 
source of wealth to many. Miguel, who arrived on the coast as a young orphan from the province 
of Azuay and suffered labor exploitation in the region’s banana plantations explained:  

On the islands life was different. More quiet and peaceful. After we finished our work in the 
watermelon fields, the islanders taught us how to fish in the estuaries and collect cockles in 
the mangroves. When I sold my first ciento at the market, I could barely believe it. For the 
first time in my life, I felt like a rich man!  

He remained on the islands long after the watermelon harvest was over and like other workers 
who chose to remain, he was given a plot of land to build a house and plant crops. Another route 
to the islands was carved out by independent cockle gatherers who set up temporary camp 
grounds in the manglar. These cockle gatherers typically worked for boat owners who 
transported them to different places in the archipelago. Cockle gatherers would remain in the 
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mangroves collecting the mollusk for the boat owner who resold the cockles on the mainland and 
paid cockle gatherers a fixed sum for each ciento (one hundred cockles). Rubila, a woman in her 
late sixties was living in the impoverished slums of Guayaquil when neighbors told her that she 
might be better off collecting cockles in the manglar. She decided to contact a boat owner and join 
a group of cockle gatherers.  

I never imagined I would end up in such a place […] surrounded by mud and monte. But I got 
used to it pretty quickly and enjoyed the work. You went into the mangroves, collected 
cockles for a few hours and right then someone would count them and give you money. ¡Eso 
era al rato! Right then and there you got your money!  

Instead of returning to the slums, Rubila partnered with another cockle gatherer and they worked 
together to clear lands and build a small house using pieces of wood from the forests. Labor 
migrants such as Rubila also contributed to the expansion of fisher communities throughout the 
archipelago, performing fishing and gathering activities that enabled them to lead a more 
prosperous life than on the mainland.  

Life as cockle gatherers 

Although in the past, agriculture provided fisher gatherers with a temporary source of work and 
income, on the islands la concha negra or prieta, the black mangrove cockle, has remained at the 
center of social and economic life. Historically fisher communities in the archipelago built their 
social and economic institutions around the consumption and trade of the mollusk. Fisher 
communities attributed a series of nutritional and health benefits to the concha. Not only did they 
believe that the concha was an important source of iron, calcium and protein, but also a potent 
aphrodisiac. The concha was pried open and its blood and meat were used to prepare ceviche and 
rice dishes that were believed to restore the body and give strength to those who consumed it. To 
this day, island residents say that they could not live without la concha and attribute their 
longevity and fertility to its consumption.  

The importance of la concha prieta is also reflected in the way that social processes in the 
archipelago have been historically organized around the need to secure people’s access and use 
of the manglar. These processes gave rise to the emergence of local political organizations and 
common property institutions within fisher communities. From the perspective of small fishers, 
their capacity to survive on the islands was made possible by their coexistence with the manglar. 
The material and symbolic interdependence between fisher gatherers and the surrounding 
manglar significantly shaped society-nature relations in this region and gave rise to particular 
beliefs, practices and technologies that enabled their mutual survival. The maintenance of these 
relations produced a co-evolved system of living where fisher societies and the manglar deeply 
influenced each other. As a result of this, the archipelago may be conceived as a particular 
socionatural landscape or multispecies assemblage (Tsing 2015). The relations of reciprocity set 
in place by fisher communities did not exclude small scale extractive activities, however, these 
were consciously performed within the limits imposed by each person and their family’s needs.  

By virtue of their experiences, memories and shared socionatural histories, artisanal fisher 
gatherer communities developed strong feelings of attachment and belonging to the islands as 
well as a deep sense of identification with the mangroves. Such relations have been romanticized 
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in literature, in particular in the work of the Ecuadorian intellectual Demetrio Aguilera Malta, who 
described the intimate relations between the cholos and the mangroves as the defining 
characteristic of fisher communities. As his character Don Lestón explains in the book Don Goyo, 
“el mangle lo llevamos dentro,” cholos carry the mangroves within. Though it is rare to hear fisher 
gatherers speak in this manner today, the idea of the manglar as an extension of their 
communities remains a strong belief. For example, on Tres Cruces, women and men explained 
their relation to the manglar using the language of kinship. Emérito, an elderly cockle gatherer, 
said the mangroves were like his brothers who gave him whatever he needed and asked for. 
Similarly, Ignacio, a crab collector said that he confided in the mangroves as most people confide 
in their family. “They have never failed me. When I’m in a situation where I need extra money, 
they’ve always granted me a good catch”. Isadora, a fisher woman, traced the origin of all life, 
human and nonhuman, to the mangroves. For Isadora, the villagers and the mangroves belonged 
to the same family tree.  

First came the mangroves, then came los pioneros, like Don Sanchez who founded the island 
and then we came along. Our family roots can be traced back to the manglar. El manglar es 
vida. The mangroves are life.  

Within this context, the enclosure and privatization of the manglar, first by shrimp growers and 
then by government intervention, dramatically changed the relations that pescadores artesanales 
developed within their communities and towards the surrounding manglar. To gain a better 
understanding of these changes, the following section begins with a fisherwoman’s first-hand 
experience of the early expansion of camaroneras in the manglar and their transformation of 
fisher communities throughout the archipelago. 

Sulma’s story  

Sulma chose to remain on the island of Tres Cruces despite mounting conflicts over diminishing 
manglar areas and dangerous levels of toxicity. Now in her early seventies, she continues to live 
in the same house that she built with her husband over years of hard work. It is the same house 
where she brought up her children by gathering and selling conchas that she picked among the 
roots of the manglar. She dedicates much of her time caring for the plants and flowers that she 
spread throughout the island and enjoys sitting under the shade of the leafy almond tree that she 
planted in front of her porch when she was young. Over the course of my visits to the island, I 
often found Sulma there and spent many hours interviewing her in the cool breeze of the 
afternoon. At the time, she was one of the oldest residents of Tres Cruces.  

In the old days, life on the island was very difficult. There was no water, no electricity, no 
tiendas to buy food or machines to help you cook. Everything took time and hard work. I was 
a child when I started gathering conchas in the manglar with my father. I remember they 
used to be much easier to find. In a couple of hours, we would fill an entire costal with 
hundreds of them. When we returned to the island, we would leave our overflowing jicras in 
the house and played in the salitrales before the tides rose. With the creciente my father 
packed the entire family onto his wooden canoe and took us fishing. We’d bring back 
canoadas full of fish from the sea.  
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Picture 41: Sulma mourns her deceased husband in the town’s cemetery. The cemetery was the site of fierce 
struggles between the residents of Tres Cruces and incoming camaroneros who wanted to build a 
shrimp farm in the area. 

 
 

When I turned 19, I was stolen from my parent’s house by a man who later became my 
husband. I gave birth to nine of his children in this house and I brought all of them up in the 
manglar. The manglar has always been our main source of food and work. That’s why I was 
so angry when I heard that a rich man wanted to build a shrimp farm on our island. I was 
one of the people who joined a group to defend the manglar. Our food, our work and our 
lives depended on the forests. If they cut them down, how could we survive and feed our 
children? The fear of losing our only source of subsistence made us all come together as one 
to defend the manglar.  

We decided to organize surveillance rounds on the island and to report anyone who was 
cutting the trees. The first person we confronted was a villager called Baldomero. One day 
he showed up on the island with a group of engineers who wanted to take land 
measurements. From right here outside my house I saw a big crowd gathered around him 
and the other men. When I got closer, Don Esteban, a very old man, was pressing his machete 
tightly against Baldomero’s throat. His whole body was shaking so I ran by his side and 
started screaming. I remember yelling, “We’ll cut you to pieces and feed you to the sharks 
Baldomero! No one will ever find you or know what became of you!”  

We managed to scare them off the island. No one ever saw Baldomero again. But after him 
came many others who offered us good money to buy our lands to build shrimp farms. After 
all those years of hardship and suffering, it never once crossed our minds that the mangroves 
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and salitrales would one day be worth so much. Who would have thought that they’d make 
a few people rich while we’d go on being just as poor?!  

Memories of suffering and independence  

Sulma’s memories may be infused with nostalgia for the quiet days of abundance in the past, yet 
they are also evidence of the difficult conditions that have consistently characterized the lives of 
fisher communities. This ambiguity between suffering and nostalgia may be explained drawing 
on Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui’s (1984) notions of long and short memories, la memoria larga and la 
memoria corta as two horizons that shape collective memories. In the case of the manglar, la 
memoria larga connects with the struggles of early pioneers who learned to live on the margins 
of state and capital developments through their knowledge and use of the mangrove commons. 
Such memories are triggered by the reduction of the mangrove territory, diminishing resources 
and the disappearance of conchales and cangrejales throughout the archipelago. La memoria 
corta connects with more recent forms of social organization and territorial struggles to defend 
the manglar from encroaching shrimp farmers. Contested memories of the past influence people’s 
present actions with important consequences for fisher communities, the manglar and ongoing 
processes of capitalist expansion.  

The majority of island residents agree that before the expansion of shrimp farming in the 
archipelago, the mangroves and fisheries enabled people to live an autonomous and relatively 
abundant life. Yet, despite the abundance, island life was neither easy nor idyllic and was often 
described to me as ‘sufrida’ (a life of suffering). Fernando, a 73-year-old cockle gatherer 
explained:  

The island had a different shape. It was the same land but maybe it was the way of living 
that gave it a different form. These days I find life a little easier. Before it was suffering. We 
rowed without motors, puro canalete, in the estuaries. If we were lucky, we could reach the 
port in four hours. The journey back, paddling against the current was worse. In that time, 
we also suffered from the lack of water. It took us an entire day to collect water from the 
river mouth and return to the island, ida por vuelta. We had to expose ourselves to that 
suffering to stay on the islands.  

To overcome some of the difficulties that they experienced, islanders developed particular 
technologies and gathered important knowledge on the surrounding environment. The 
knowledge they gathered on the manglar and the different species that lived in their midst 
enabled them to resist difficult social and economic conditions on the islands and find a certain 
degree of prosperity. Amable, who was born in the archipelago more than eighty years ago recalls:  

In those days we would climb on top of the roots and see the cockles shimmering in the mud. 
We’d grab our jicras and throw ourselves in the roots of the trees. We only collected the 
cockles that were visible to us … none of that ploughing or sinking deep into the mud to 
extract one or two cockles. My father would say, ‘Once we collect 1,000 cockles, we’ll go 
home’, and that’s how it used to be. It was all abundant. The fish used to gather in the 
estuaries. There was liza, pargo, robalo, corvina. You just needed to neatly open out your 
atarraya over the water to trap hundreds of fish. There were dolphins too. That little animal 
came from far away slapping the water with its tail, choplón-choplón. With the sound the 
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fish would flee to the shore and that’s where we would be waiting with our atarrayas. We’d 
catch 300 to 400 lizas in a single throw.  

Fishing and gathering activities were generally performed collectively by all members of the 
family. However, women generally ended up spending more time around the house and 
dedicating more hours to household labors. As Sulma recalled:  

Women have worked their whole lives. People say that most work is men’s work, but women 
also take care of those tasks. We have always gathered our food in the manglar and prepared 
it ourselves. That’s why our children have never known hunger. 

On the islands, women were the main producers of food. They cultivated food gardens, raised 
animals and also gathered conchas. According to women’s testimonies, they were also in charge 
of managing the limited supply of fresh water that was available to prepare food, clean and wash. 
Women were also responsible for preparing the fish for the market. Although some men joined 
in this labor, it was generally considered women’s work. As Sulma recalled,  

The canoes returned full of fish because in those days there was abundance. Before there 
was no ice and we had to prepare the fish for the market. We would cut them open, take out 
the tripe and then smoke or salt each fish. They left us alone with the fish and we’d have to 
work day and night so the fish wouldn’t go bad. We suffered a lot, we didn’t even have water 
or electricity to help us complete our work.  

Women’s testimonies reveal the island’s patriarchal structure, rooted in the maintenance and 
reproduction of gendered inequalities that imposed additional burdens on women. While men 
expressed similar feelings of hardship, many also emphasized that despite the difficulties, they 
experienced a sense of greater freedom on the islands. As Camilo explained, “No one ordered us 
around, we weren’t mandados de nadie. Every person was free to work as they chose because the 
mangroves were for everyone. How can I explain? The mangroves were like our brothers. They 
gave us whatever we needed and everything we asked for”.  

Drawing their strength from their access to the mangrove commons, fisher gatherers developed 
their own rules to manage forest resources. According to the villagers, it was informally decided 
that no one could hold property rights over the manglar and that everyone was entitled to work 
in the forests according to their capacities and needs. Although they did not officially have 
communal institutions, island residents lived close together, everyone knew each other and 
maintained a close relation with the surrounding manglar. Each individual was recognized as the 
full owner of their productive capacity and of whatever they produced through their own efforts, 
be it a plot of cultivated land, a mound of fish or a jicra full of conchas.  

With the expansion of shrimp farms, the mangroves and salitrales were gradually transformed 
into valuable assets. So were the lands where island residents built their homes and planted their 
crops. Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, land speculators and aspiring investors arrived at the 
archipelago’s small fisher communities and tried to convince fisher gatherers to sell them their 
lands. They were remembered as señores who showed great poise and self-assuredness and 
offered residents what appeared to them as large sums of money in exchange of a small plot of 
land. The islanders only later found out, that the acquisition of their lands was a strategy that 
camaroneros used to gain access to the manglares beyond their property. As Miguel, a veteran 
cockle gatherer remarked, “They made up stories and straight up lies […] they offered people 
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money for their land and promised that they could continue to work. But once the lands were 
sold, they destroyed everything. They weren’t interested in the land at all. What they were really 
after were the mangroves.” On some occasions, shrimp farmers directly invaded and displaced 
people from their lands. As Tarcila recalled,  

Where I lived with my father, we planted watermelon, cantaloupe and cherries. There were 
so many things to eat. Good fish, cockles, oysters, burras. There was even a salt mine. The 
camaroneros took the land from us and said they were the legal owners of everything. They 
gave us a bunch of papers and told us to sign. My father thought it was best to do what they 
asked. They ended up giving him a few sucres in exchange for our home. After that we were 
forced to leave and search for new ways to make a living on another island.  

The displacement of fisher gatherers from their lands and the enclosure and privatization of the 
manglar commons increased pressure on fisher communities. Unemployment rates were high 
and basic foodstuffs were no longer available to them. Fisher gatherers’ memories of the hardship 
they endured to remain on the islands inspired early forms of organization. Fisher gatherers 
describe attending communal meetings on the islands where the villagers shared their concerns 
over the changes undergone since the spread of camaroneras. It was during this period that fisher 
communities began to unite around the phrase: el manglar es vida. The destruction of their main 
source of subsistence and the loss of land and autonomy gave fisher communities strong reasons 
to resist. As Tarcila explained, “These señores camaroneros wanted to become the owners of 
everything. First, they took the salitrales, then the mangroves and, as if that wasn’t enough, they 
also wanted to close off the estuaries!” Yet the struggles of the islands’ pescadores artesanales 
were persistently undermined by the ability of private investors to corrupt government officials 
to obtain land concessions and permits that entitled them to introduce workers and machines 
into the manglar. 

Rosa, a veteran cockle gatherer kept records of the villagers’ attempts to denounce illegal 
mangrove deforestation. In March 1989, a request was sent to the Forestry Department (INEFAN) 
to investigate the actions of ‘un mal ciudadano’, a bad citizen, who told the villagers that he was 
legally entitled to appropriate and rent out cockle and crab gathering grounds in the archipelago. 
The following year, the villagers’ signed a petition against the destruction of a sand bank declaring 
that the area had been an important source of food and work for the villagers’ ‘desde tiempos 
ancestrales’. A letter signed by the Executive Secretary of the Comisión Diocesana de Derechos 
Humanos was then sent to the Governor of the Province requesting a sanction against a public 
servant who refused to comply with the Forestry Department’s mangrove logging ban. The public 
servant was also accused of supporting the persecution of several residents who had received 
death threats from a camaronero and for the arbitrary detention of two citizens accompanied by 
the captain of the marine and members of the police force. As authorities continued to turn a blind 
eye to their claims, confrontations between fisher gatherers, camaroneros and their workers 
became increasingly violent. At the age of 14, Roberto, a cockle gatherer, nearly lost one of his 
eyes when a group of workers attacked the village with machetes and spears carved out from the 
roots of the mangrove trees. In response, the villagers burned down an earth-removing shovel 
and threw another into the sea. In the face of the shrimp industry’s ongoing destruction of the 
manglar, fisher communities deployed different strategies to continue to remain in place. 
However, they were not able to stop the encroachment of shrimp farms in the surrounding 
manglar.  
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Picture 42: Camilo prepares his nets to fish in the manglar.  

 

Large scale production, mangrove deforestation and state intervention 

Within regional historical accounts, the origins of large-scale shrimp production are commonly 
traced to the 1960s when white/mestizo farmers from the southern town of Santa Rosa began to 
experiment with aquaculture in the region’s salitrales. According to the testimonies of older 
residents from the area, these farmers had become interested in aquaculture after observing 
fisher gatherers collect shrimp in the salitrales following the spring tide. Every year the tide 
would carve out small ponds of water in the marshes that functioned as natural traps for small 
shrimp. This led farmers to experiment with the ecosystem’s potential for aquaculture. Using men 
and machinery from their farms, these market-oriented shrimp farmers carved out large 
rectangular basins in the salitrales. With the rising tide, their basins filled with brackish water 
from the estuaries and shrimp larvae that could be harvested a few months later.  

The success of these early forms of aquaculture triggered the region’s first shrimp rush. Capitalist 
farmers, and foreign and national investors rushed to occupy the remaining salitrales along the 
southern coastal strip and progressively shifted their interest towards the mangrove islands of 
the archipelago of Jambelí (Bravo 2013, Hamilton and Lovette 2015). By the end of the 1960s, in 
El Oro approximately 600 hectares of manglar had been cut down to make space for shrimp farms 
(Marquez 1986). Capitalist farmers and investors continued to expand their influence over vast 
areas encountering few obstacles in their ongoing destruction of the manglar.  
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The resulting shrimp boom was also connected to the actions undertaken by the military 
government that seized power in 1972. The Junta Militar tried to take advantage of the growing 
demand for shrimp in global markets and created a series of subsidies and tax benefits to help the 
industry. Alleging the defense of state sovereignty, the military additionally declared the creation 
of an extensive reserve area, the Reserva Militar de El Oro, along the southern border and used 
the labor of military conscripts to construct a series of shrimp ponds in the area. The military 
government not only established economic incentives for the industry but became directly 
involved in its expansion as a private investor.  

Government support for shrimp farming also responded to the recommendations of the 
Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA) to implement an aggressive state-led 
development initiative based on import substitution industrialization (ISI). Although this 
economic strategy did not succeed in its purpose of raising overall national production to reduce 
foreign imports, it did manage to significantly boost the shrimp industry. During the period of 
ISI’s implementation, the production of farm raised shrimp grew at a faster rate than any other 
business in the country. Between 1971 and 1981, shrimp exports went from contributing 
approximately 4.5 million dollars to the country’s national revenue to over 92 million dollars 
(Acosta 2001: 137). Meanwhile internationally, shrimp farming was being praised as the star of 
a Blue Revolution. Shrimp monoculture, experts maintained, would produce a great leap forward 
in aquaculture productivity and achieve a surge in seafood yields that could rival with the Green 
Revolution (Stonich and Bailey 2000, Stonich and Vandergeest 2001). As Papuccio (2004: 51) 
observes, in Ecuador, the development of the shrimp industry also responded to a state strategy 
to obtain foreign currency from international agencies through the promotion of export-oriented 
shrimp production. 

The Junta continued to support shrimp farming through the enactment of a series of reforms that 
promoted greater access and use of the country’s zonas de playa y bahía (coastal marine areas). 
In 1975 it passed legislation to create the country’s first system of mangrove concessions that 
were granted for breeding aquatic species. These highly-subsidized concessions consisted of ten-
year government leases of public lands for less than ten US dollars per hectare for each year of 
production, facilitating the further expansion of the shrimp industry in mangrove territories at 
the expense of fisher gatherers and communities who lacked money and political influences to 
gain access to government grants (Latorre 2014: 549). Thus, according to Latorre (2014), in 
practice, the government’s concession-granting system functioned as a form of state-led 
privatization of the mangroves. Similarly, Beitl (2012) argues that shrimp growers and the state 
jointly initiated a ‘tragedy of enclosures’ in the manglar depriving fisher communities of crucial 
resources for their subsistence.  

In 1978, only a few years after the legislation was passed, international pressure against the 
destruction created by the expansion of the shrimp industry forced the government to take action 
and impose a ban on mangrove deforestation (Executive Order 2393). The following year, the 
first mangrove reserve was created in the Gulf of Guayaquil, closing off approximately 360,000 
hectares of mangrove forests for conservation. Finally, in 1981 mangrove forests and 
surrounding wetland areas were included as state patrimony in the country’s Forestry Law. 
However, this did not stop the destruction of the manglar.  

Various authors observe that the jurisdictional muddle created by different state institutions in 
charge of managing the mangroves and the scarce resources allocated for the task facilitated the 
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corruption of government officials and the violation of the law during this period (Martínez-Alier 
2001, Veuthey and Gerber 2012, Latorre 2013, Rengel 2013, Beitl 2016). Moreover, as Beitl 
(2016: 322) writes, the existence of different categorizations for mangroves within government 
institutions either as bosque protector, patrimonio forestal del estado or patrimonio de áreas 
protegidas del estado, enabled different interpretations of government policies and created 
loopholes that could easily be exploited by state officials and private investors. Gerber and 
Veuthey (2012) were able to trace important investments in shrimp pond construction to military 
and government officials who used their power to bypass state laws. Foreign investment and 
World Bank support for shrimp exports to service a rising foreign debt were also implicated in 
the ongoing expansion of the industry (Hamilton and Stankewitz 2012). Until the 1990s, 
international agencies, in particular the World Bank, continued to subsidize the expansion of 
shrimp farming in Ecuador and support government reforms to push forward the country’s 
industrialization. As a result of this, between 1978 and 1985, Ecuador’s shrimp exports nearly 
quadrupled, becoming the country’s third most important export product (Acosta 2001, Hamilton 
and Lovette 2015). 

In 1987, Ecuador emerged as the world’s number one exporter of farmed-raised shrimp. Under 
the influence of the shrimp sector, the Ecuadorian coast was transformed by the construction of 
large artificial ponds where shrimp was cultivated for export. Using extralegal and often violent 
means, camaroneros occupied and enclosed extensive manglar areas along the southern 
shoreline and the archipelago gaining virtually free access to unlimited amounts of water and 
feed for their ponds. As Marquez (1986:9) writes, at the time, only 10 percent of shrimp farms 
operated legally, 20 percent were undergoing paperwork and 70 percent operated illegally. 
Camaroneros typically hired work crews on the mainland to clear the areas where they planned 
to construct their future shrimp ponds. These workers set up temporary camps in the forests and 
used a broadaxe and fire to clear the manglar. Once they had completed their task, earth-
removing machines were introduced to carve out large basins in the mud and build an intricate 
system of banks and dykes to control the flow of water in and out of the pond. The excess mud 
was then piled up around the cleared area creating an enclosed rectangular shape. According to 
estimates published by Bravo (2013), between 1964 and 1984, a period when mangrove 
deforestation was illegal, over 20,000 hectares of manglar in the archipelago, that is nearly half 
of the forests, were uprooted, torched and bulldozed to make space for shrimp farms. This lack of 
control led to the indiscriminate growth of the shrimp industry and the ongoing expansion of the 
shrimp frontier. Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the construction of shrimp ponds in the 
archipelago became the single biggest cause for the destruction of the remaining manglar forests 
(Martínez-Alier 2002).  

Shrimp production continued to expand in the archipelago and increasingly encroached upon 
fisher villages. As their business grew, camaroneros invested in new technologies for their ponds 
and began the construction of additional packaging plants and shrimp feed mills on the mainland 
together with a series of related industries to produce the additional inputs that were needed on 
their farms (FAO 2014). Despite the progress made by the shrimp industry, it generated few jobs 
for fisher communities. Jobs on shrimp farms and packaging plants were for the most part 
seasonal and offered less than minimum wages with no insurance or protection for workers. The 
lack of government regulation led to the emergence of informal processing plants where 
underaged girls were exploited for their perceived ability to work faster for a fraction of a regular 
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salary (Marquez 1986: 22). Even when the industry began to generate large profits, it continued 
to operate outside the law in violation of human rights and environmental regulations.  

The boom years ended abruptly in the 1990s when the shrimp sector was affected by the 
appearance of a number of diseases. In 1994 the Taura Syndrome was reported for the first time 
on shrimp farms, followed by the outbreak of the White Spot Syndrome (WSSV) in 1999. The 
spread of plagues among the population of farmed shrimp was reflected in high mortality rates 
and decreasing productivity which caused the retraction of the industry. Production levels 
continued to drop and were cut back by nearly half from 120,000 tons in 1999 to less than 60,000 
tons in 2000 (FAO 2017). As a result of this, hundreds of shrimp ponds were abandoned and many 
small and medium-size shrimp growers declared bankruptcy. The crisis led to the shutdown of 
packaging plants and shrimp meal factories which affected the scarce employment opportunities 
produced by the shrimp sector (Márquez 1986, Olsen and Arriaga 1989). To escape the crisis, 
some camaroneros attempted to travel north in search of disease-free areas to build new ponds. 
However, throughout the coast, the ongoing spread of disease and growing protests against the 
shrimp industry temporarily put an end to the expansion of the shrimp frontier (Barrera 1997).  

The destructive logic of the camaroneros  

In environmental terms, the advancement of the shrimp frontier entailed mass deforestations and 
the displacement and disappearance of numerous plant and animal species. Mangrove loss was 
additionally connected to the disruption of complex hydrological cycles that were crucial to the 
ecological balance of the manglar ecosystem. Due to the tree’s protective and regulatory 
functions, the loss of mangrove coverage was associated with the diminishing quality of the soil 
and water, the erosion of the coastline and the salinization of agrarian lands. Mangrove 
deforestation generated a chain reaction that affected a wide range of terrestrial and marine 
ecosystems that were codependent on the manglar. Performing research in the Gulf of Guayaquil, 
Twilley et al. (1998) also drew attention to the relation between the disappearance of mangrove 
nursery habitats and the diminishing availability of shrimp larvae that could be captured to stock 
shrimp ponds, creating problems for the shrimp sector itself. Stonich and Vandergeest (2001) 
further contend that the containment of a large population of shrimp in a relatively small area 
resulted in the intensification of ecological problems in the manglar and was a central factor in 
the spread of diseases and plagues on plantations. Shrimp growers partially addressed these 
issues with the development of a laboratory bred disease-resistant variety of shrimp; however, 
the problems they created for the wider manglar ecosystem continued to affect fisher 
communities throughout the archipelago and the coastal region.  

While shrimp farming began as a rudimentary enterprise in the late 1960s, the camaroneras 
developed into fully industrial enterprises. Shrimp farming’s rapid spread can partly be traced to 
the fact that it required few management inputs and a limited control over the entire production 
process (Hopkins et al. 1995, Twilley 1996, Moreira 2016). At its simplest, the industry’s 
extensive shrimp farming methods took advantage of naturally occurring processes. Ponds were 
filled and drained by the action of the tides that supplied water, shrimp larvae and feed into the 
system, and few additional inputs were required. On the plantations, a limited number of workers 
were needed to observe the shrimp’s growth. Men were hired to live on the farm and feed the 
captured shrimp two times each day using kayaks to move through the ponds. When the shrimp 
grew to their adult size, an additional work crew was hired on the mainland to harvest and 
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transport the shrimp in large ice buckets to packaging plants located on the mainland. Packaging 
plants employed a largely female workforce owing to women’s perceived ability to peel and 
devein the shrimp. For the most part their work was seasonal and they were paid per day of work. 
Early production methods resulted in low yields, however, they also enabled camaroneros to 
obtain high returns on their investments due to extremely low production costs. To increase their 
productivity, shrimp growers switched to semi-intensive production methods in the late 1980s 
and began to develop shrimp seed through cross-breeding in laboratories (Twilley 1996). Water 
pumps were incorporated into the system for greater control of production and inexpensive 
shrimp feed was used alongside foraged products. Chemical fertilizers were also introduced to 
expand the forage base and improve the quality of the soil allowing shrimp growers to increase 
the density of their ponds.  

Picture 43: After each harvest the camaroneras are emptied to dry out and the soil is treated with different 
chemical fertilizers and pesticides.  

 
 
Due to greater shrimp density and the use of chemical feed and fertilizer inputs, the amount of 
organic matter, nutrients and solid waste present in the pond water of semi-intensive systems 
increased significantly. As we have already seen, the discharge of pond effluents into the 
estuaries, a central part of the process of water exchange that is necessary for the shrimp’s 
survival, produced high levels of contamination. It also contributed to severe eutrophication in 
the estuarine waters of the manglar, which occurs when the water becomes overly charged with 
minerals and nutrients. This in turn caused an overgrowth of algae which led to the depletion of 
oxygen levels affecting hundreds of species and increasing levels of toxicity (Hopkins et al. 1995). 
The continuous transferal of water from the estuaries to the ponds also interfered with the 
capacity of these species to reproduce and regenerate themselves, causing high mortality rates 
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among plants and animals. As Twilley’s (1996) research demonstrates, in the case of the Gulf of 
Guayaquil, the combined pumping rate of shrimp farms exceeded river discharges into the 
estuaries meaning that mangrove and estuarine ecosystems were deprived of the crucial 
nutrients that were needed to sustain important ecological processes, affecting the health and 
wellbeing of the wider environment. 

Picture 44: Women working at shrimp packaging plant located on the mainland. 

 
 

In the 1990s, the use of antibiotics in shrimp ponds to control the spread of diseases became the 
subject of intense debate due the lack of information concerning the impact of these products on 
the wider environment. Produced as a monoculture, the population of farmed shrimp was 
vulnerable to the spread of viruses and diseases that began to take their toll on the shrimp 
business. In response, camaroneros began to experiment with different chemo therapeutants, 
antibiotics, chemical products and disinfectants to prevent the further spread of deadly 
pathogens. Bell (1992) was one of the first to draw attention to the dangers of this practice. 
Presenting her work at the International Symposium on Aquaculture hosted by the University of 
Florida in 1992, she maintained that the pharmaceutical industry had not kept pace with the 
shrimp industry’s use of certain chemical products. In her view, the lack of knowledge concerning 
the indiscriminate use of antibiotics could potentially prove hazardous for the health of the 
people who consumed farmed shrimp. She argued that there are few safe, effective and approved 
products to treat diseases and that shrimp growers should refrain from using chemicals on their 
farms. Her research was contested and refuted by shrimp growers and pharmaceutical 
companies, but also supported by later evidence that traced the negative effect of antibiotic use 
on food safety and human health (Gräslund et al. 2003, Holmström et al. 2003). Despite these 
potential dangers, faced with the spread of increasingly aggressive viruses in their ponds, 
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camaroneros continued to test different chemicals contributing to rising levels of toxicity in the 
manglar ecosystem.  

Picture 45: A wall painting in the contaminated outskirts of Hualtaco reads, “No to mangrove felling”.  

 

Conclusion  

In less than fifty years, the lives and territories of artisanal fisher gatherers in the archipelago 
were radically transformed as Ecuador emerged as un país camaronero. The construction of 
shrimp farms in the manglares of the coast confronted fisher communities with the expansion of 
capitalist interests at sea with the underhanded support of the state. The adverse social and 
environmental impacts of the loss of more than 20,000 hectares of mangrove forests, the virtual 
disappearance of the salitrales and the enclosure of vast areas in the archipelago deprived 
pescadores artesanales of crucial resources. It also transformed the way that they related to each 
other and the surrounding manglares.  

The memories of island residents demonstrate a strong interrelation between the social and 
environmental damages caused by the arrival of camaroneros to the islands. While artisanal 
fishers did not live idyllic lives on the islands and describe the hard toils they endured as they 
learned to adapt to their surroundings, they were bolstered by a strong sense of autonomy deeply 
connected to their capacity to access abundant mangrove resources. When their way of life on the 
islands was threatened by the expansion of shrimp farming, artisanal fisher gatherers were 
equally vulnerable, but they did not have a unitary response, despite their shared collective 
memories. Some migrated to el continente and sold their lands, a process that initiated the erosion 
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of customary rules, in particular those preventing the commodification of land. Others adapted 
their fishing practices to capture shrimp ‘seed’ for the sprawling plantations and began to 
collaborate with camaroneros as a means to increase their income giving rise to intra communal 
conflicts and the fragmentation of island societies. Finally, some people began to organize 
grassroots resistance against the further encroachment of shrimp farmers on their lands by 
forming associations and consciously re-creating communal bonds.  

Over the course of various decades, the encounters among capitalist investors, government 
representatives, fisher gatherer communities, and the global networks that each of these actors 
mobilized were variously shaped by the changing social and political discourses surrounding 
control and access to mangrove resources. They were also shaped by rising levels of toxicity and 
the existence of cross-contamination between the banana and shrimp sectors which led to new 
forms of state intervention in the area. The different strategies that artisanal fishers and 
mangrove gatherers deployed to defend their permanence in the archipelago, their gendered 
dimensions and their impact on everyday life on the islands will be explored in the following 
chapter. 

 


